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Cathedrals of the Poor 
 

In March 1976, I read a little book that had a huge influence on me. Even during my atheist days, 

I never tossed the book into the garbage. Forty-five years later, that little book is still with me in 

Haiti. I dip into the book every few weeks. Something about it stills has a hold on me. What the 

book documents is the remarkable journey of one Italian man, a philosopher and political activist, 

to dramatically change his views and convictions after an “inner voice” directed him to leave to 

leave everything, to abandon his active life, and literally follow Christ into the Sahara desert in 

northern Africa where he lived among the poorest, most rejected people in the region before 

becoming a hermit living near Assisi and a world-famous author of spiritually rich books 

conceived in solitude and contemplation. 
 

The book was titled Letters from the Desert. It was written by Carlo Carretto, a complex man who 

still speaks to my soul and prompts me to dig deeper into the heart of Christ. The hard-cover 

copy that sits on my desk was published in 1972 by Orbis Books. It was their fourth printing of 

the book. The book cost a paltry $4.95 new, but its message, nearly 50 years later, is priceless. 

Carlo Carretto died in Spello, Italy, not far from Assisi, on the Feast of St. Francis of Assisi in 1988; 

he was 78 years old. He lived in anonymity, silently disappearing among the poor while always 

seeking time apart for prayer. 
 

Down through the centuries of spiritual life, the desert has functioned as an anvil on which the 

human spirit could be shaped. Christianity was essentially founded in a desert. The arid desert 

for the early desert fathers and mothers of the church was considered to be uniquely suited for 

deeper, richer communion with God. At least symbolically we too living in such divisive and 

violent times need a desert experience, need time apart to ponder the reality of God in our lives. 

The slums of Port-au-Prince are not a desert. However, the periphery of social life inhabited by 

the poorest of the poor has become my desert, the place where my life is reshaped on a daily 

basis. The slums of Haiti have become a school of love for me, teaching me about mercy and 

compassion.  
 

For me, the far-too-numerous and massive slums that dot the landscape of so many developing 

nations are Cathedrals of the Poor, places so real and raw that they pulsate with the presence of 

God. In these slums, I am on holy ground because Jesus is there in the form of people suffering 

from hunger and curable diseases. The slums in Haiti are where I commune with God. The 

dilapidated shacks of tin or wood have become stain glass windows of heaven through which 

the light of God pours through and I am moved to do whatever I can to lessen the suffering for 

as many people as I can.  
 

When we relieve the pain and suffering of others, 
we make God’s love visible. 

 

 


